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Special Focus: Esto
onian Economy
Estonia is a modern market econ
nomy and on
ne of
the most liberal ecconomies in the world. The
Wall Street Journall and Heritaage Foundattion's
Index off Economic Freedom 2010 ranks Esttonia
in the 16th position out of 179 counttries.
hout the lastt decade Estonia's econ
nomy
Through
has experienced a significant
s
deevelopment as it
was gro
owing by an
n average off almost 9%
% per
year in the period 2000‐ 2007
7. In 2007 Gross
G
Dom
mestic Produ
uct (GDP) grrowth of 6.3
3% placed the
t country among the fastest growing
econ
nomies in th
he region. Th
he economic expansion, however, was based on macroeconomic
riskss that eventu
ually resulteed into a receession during the year 2009,
2
as GDP
P dropped ne
early
14%
%.
Flexxibility and diversity
d
aree the characcteristics an
nd prevailingg principles of the Esto
onian
econ
nomic policyy. Several secctors of the economy, su
uch as indusstry and tran
nsport, trade
e and
diffeerent kinds of
o services contribute to
o the nationaal economy. The service sector playss the
mosst importantt role as 67
7% of the national
n
GDP is comingg from it. In
ndustrial secctors
conttribute overr 28% and primary seectors
(inclluding agricu
ulture) appro
oximately 5.5
5% of
the overall outtput. Due to
t the Coun
ntry’s
significant amo
ount of available
a
naatural
reso
ources, the national economy
e
laargely
reliees on the forrestry relateed business. Furthermore
e, Estonian energy
e
secto
or is based on
o oil
shale, a resourcce quite raree elsewhere in the world. Finally, th
he Estonian economy prrofits
significantly from
m the busin
ness generated by more than 2 milllion tourists a year, most of
who
om come from Finland.
Another significant characteeristic of thee Estonian ecconomy is openness. It is indicative that
during the 1990
0s, Estonia's trade
t
regimee was so libe
eral that adoption of EU aand World Trade
T
Orgaanization (W
WTO) norms actually forcced Estonia to
t impose taariffs in certaain sectors, such
as agriculture, which
w
had preeviously beeen tariff‐free..
onia's liberal economic policies and
d the diversity of the economical spectrum have
Esto
fostered exceptiionally stron
ng growth an
nd better living standardss than thosee of most new
w EU
mem
mber states. Additionallyy, the country enjoyed a high average annual G
GDP growth since
s
2000
0. Nevertheless, the economy started to show signs of coolin
ng in 2007 w
when GDP gro
owth
slow
wed to 6.3%
%. Furtherm
more, GDP fell
f
by 3.6%
% in 2008 and by 14.1 in 2009. The
aforrementioned
d economic downturn was
w caused by
b rapidly decreasing do
omestic dem
mand
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and fallen export.
The Estonian government is deliberately trying to diverse the aforementioned situation.
Thus, thorough structural changes for the support of entrepreneurship and knowledge‐
based economy have been created.
The government is expecting an economic recovery in 2011, as the export market's
economic situation will improve. The traditional economic virtues of the country, such as
diversity and flexibility, are once more expected to be the main force behind the new
growth cycle of the Estonian economy.

Kyriazis Vasileios,
Epicos Newsletter Head Editor
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A thorou
ugh analyssis of Estonian Trad
de
Estonia iss a small country with lim
mited
domestic productio
on. Therefore,
h to impo
ort a significant
Estonia has
amount of
o goods. In order to ke
eep a
viable traade balance, a considerrable
amount of
o Estonian products haas to
be exporrted as weell. That is the
reasson why onee of the main
n and solid socio‐econom
mical aims off the Estoniaan governme
ent is
to in
ncrease expo
orts. The cou
untry’s versatile economy offers an im
mportant heelp to this pu
ursue
by providing
p
a wide
w
range of
o both goods and service
es for exportt. Estonia's m
main imports are
macchinery and appliances, mineral prroducts, and
d transport equipment, whereas major
m
expo
orts are mineeral products, metals and metal prod
ducts.
Various investm
ment goods, such
s
as engin
neering prod
ducts and maachinery, as well as diffe
erent
vehiicles and means
m
of traansport, havve a fairly high
h
percenttage amonggst the prod
ducts
imported in Esttonia. Addittionally, raw
w materials, such as fu
uel, metals and timber,, are
imported. Eston
nia, also im
mports all kinds of con
nsumer good
ds as it do
oes not produce
household appliiances. The same
s
happens for home
e electronics.. Various foo
odstuffs, clotthing
articcles and design productss are also im
mported. As the Estonian
n industry is becoming more
m
and more multiffaceted, thee import of those
t
produccts has slightly decreaseed. Howeverr, the
n Estonia aree often higher than imp
ported goodss, and as Esttonia
pricees of goods produced in
has not used an
ny major trade barriers, imported an
nd subsidized goods havve in many cases
c
sabo
otaged the lo
ocal production initiativee.

The majority of imports com
me from the European
E
Un
nion and more specificallly from coun
ntries
such
h as Germany, Sweden, Italy, France, Great Britaiin, Denmark and most im
mportant Finland.
Num
merous Finnish companiees have expaanded their business intto Estonia an
nd raw mate
erials
are brought direectly from Finland. Furth
hermore, Estonia importss a notable sshare of fuell and
raw material fro
om the formeer Soviet Rep
publics. The country getss most of its fuel supply from
f
Lithu
uania. Additionally, Lithu
uania suppliees Estonia with
w various food produccts (includingg the
majo
ority of tobaacco produccts) and cheemical produ
ucts. Latvia provides
p
tim
mber and various
engiineering pro
oducts and machinery besides food
dstuffs and chemical p
products; ferrrous
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metals are brought from Ukraine. Finally, there is a significant amount of fuels that is
imported from Russia and is largely transported to other EU countries and to the USA.
Regarding exports, services, mainly transport and tourism, play an important role as they
represent one third of total exports. Additionally, the country exports numerous other
services, such as construction works, telecommunication services (Estonia hosts the
international or regional call centres of many companies) and financial services.
Concerning exported goods the range is wide, from food products to electronic products and

precision instruments. Estonia exports metal products, chemical products and different light
industry products (clothing, footwear). Also, it exports food products and building materials
but their importance is slightly less significant. Finland and Sweden hold a prominent
position among Estonia's export partners. Furthermore, a rather notable share of Estonia's
export goes to the so‐called old EU countries – especially to Germany, Great Britain,
Denmark and Holland. Almost one fifth of Estonian export goes to the new EU member
states, although the majority of goods ends up on the markets of the closest neighbors
Latvia and Lithuania, respectively 8% and 5%.
Kyriazis Vasileios,
Epicos Newsletter Head Editor
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Epicos Project Opportunit
O
ties
Epiccos "Project Opportunities" providess a unique set
s of onlinee tools
enab
bling the structure, identificaation and implemen
ntation of
com
mprehensive Offsets proggrams, throu
ugh a searchable databasse. By introd
ducing differrent
offseet projects and
a ideas prroposed by local A&D in
ndustry it en
nsures the o
optimum cosst for
Prim
me Contracto
ors and reasssures that the priorities of
o local indusstry are fully met…
For Further Information Presss Here

File and data security system
m for a large
e organizatio
on
The program involves the
t
develop
pment of a file and data
d
sec
curity syste
em for a la
arge organization, either the on
ne of
the
e contracto
or that shall purchase such syste
em, or a pu
ublic
org
ganization (i.e.: Min
nistry of Defence) that will be
req
quiring such system.
The program
m is struc
ctured to include pu
urchase off IT
pro
oducts from the Hu
ungarian IT
I
industry
y (a type
e of
pro
ogram thatt is prefera
able from the Ministrry of Economy
and Transporrt) but also it can in
nclude the installation of
such system to
t a designated custtomer, prefferable a Ministry
M
of Defence from
f
eith
her Hungarry or any other
o
coun
ntry that a prime contractor ca
an have Offfset
Obligation and
d that the guidelines
g
w allow su
will
uch program
m.

For Further Information Con
ntact our ICO
O Department
Mail at: a‐dimou
u@epicos.com
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Epicos‐‐ Amazon
OEC
CD Reviews of
o Labour Maarket and So
ocial Policiess OECD Revie
ews of Labou
ur Market an
nd
Sociial Policies: Estonia
E
2010
0: Edition 2010, by OECD
D Organisatio
on for Econo
omic Co‐
t
operation and Developmen
D
work togethe
er to
OECD is an internationall organization that 30 deemocracies w
s
and environmentall challenges of globalizattion.
address the economic, social
o at the foreffront of efforrts to help go
overnments respond to the
t
OECD is also
new develop
pment and concerns,
c
succh as corporaate governan
nce, the
information economy an
nd the challe
enges of an ageing
a
population. In thiss
bour market and social p
policies in
book the orgganization reeview the lab
Estonia. It finds that sincce Estonia re
egained its in
ndependencee in 1991, its
s
policiees have been marked by a strong com
mmitment to
labour and social
fiscaal prudence, flexible marrkets, and wo
ork incentive
es. Labour market perforrmance stead
dily
improved duringg the mid‐19
990s and beyyond, until th
he advent of the global economic crissis in
8.
2008

ond eGovern
nment ‐ Meaasuring Performance: A Global Perse
espective, byy Alan R. Shaark
Beyo
D.P..A (Author), Sylviane Top
porkoff
This book fo
ocuses on how local gove
ernments can
n best take aadvantage off
performance measurem
ment using be
est practices and employying new
technologies. This book contains chaapters from 40
4 thought leaders from
over 17 countries, each with a uniqu
ue global perrspective. As local
governmentts confront and
a embrace
e the new soccial media ap
pplications, the
t
center of atttention no lo
onger focuse
es simply on the
t web porrtal ‐ instead the
spotlight has evolved to many new technology
t
c
channels
of in
nnovation an
nd
away from the
t standard web portal.
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Epicos Newsroom
N
m
MiG
G‐35 stalls in Indian fightter tender co
ontract
MOSSCOW, Augu
ust 10 (RIA Novosti)
N
‐ Ru
ussia's MiG‐3
35 multirole fighter aircrraft has faile
ed to
makke the short‐list in a $10 billion intern
national tend
der for 126 combat
c
aircraaft for the In
ndian
air force,
f
accord
ding to Indian media rep
ports quoted by Kommerrsant daily. TThe favourite
es to
win the tender are the Fren
nch Dassaultt Rafale and the Eurofigghter Typhoo
on, Indian media
m
n (UAC), the holding company for mo
ost of the Russsian
say. Russia's Uniited Aircraft Corporation
med the rep
ports.
aircrraft industryy, and its figghter subsidiiary MiG, haave not officcially confirm
"Thee official resu
ults of the teender have not
n yet been
n announced," said UAC'ss Press Secre
etary
Konstantin Lanttratov. "Thee MiG‐35 iss not leavin
ng the tend
der, and I have no offficial
information abo
out this," saaid UAC Firsst Vice‐President Mikhaail Pogosyan
n. A MiG so
ource
quoted by Kom
mmersant saiid it was too
o early to say what thee Indians haad decided. "The
e studied by the tender commission only
enveelopes with the commerrcial proposaals should be
this week," the source said. Several sou
urces quoted
d by the pap
per listed a raft of problems
und the MiG
G‐35 program
m, including a lack of finaancing to sup
pport it. Onee source said
d the
arou
lack of state funding to support the program
p
had
d been noteed by UAC P
President Ale
eksei
Fyod
dorov as long ago as thee end of 2008
8, but the isssue was not resolved. Th
he MiG‐35 iss said
to be
b a cheaperr aircraft thaan its rivals but
b is said to
o have prob
blems with engine life. "TTime
betw
ween overhaauls should be
b at least 20
000 hours an
nd overall liffe 4000 hourrs, but the RD‐33
doesn't meet th
hese parameeters now," said one so
ource. India already op
perates the early
e
del MiG‐29A fighter aircrraft and is taaking deliverry of the MiG
G‐29K naval fighter, whiich it
mod
will operate from
m a Russian‐‐built aircrafft carrier which is currently under refit. The selecction
wo favored aircraft
a
for th
he Indian ten
nder follows a long trials process, wh
hich also invo
olved
of tw
Sweeden's SAAB Gripen, America's Lockh
heed Martin
n with the F‐‐16, and Boeeing's F‐18 Super
S
Horn
net, as well as
a the Russiaan MiG‐35.
Source: Ria Novosti

Gate
es plans to slash
s
'top‐he
eavy' Pentagon hierarchyy
US Defense
D
Secrretary Roberrt Gates movved to slash a "top‐heavyy" military hieerarchy Mon
nday,
anno
ouncing plan
ns to close a major com
mmand, eliminate at leasst 50 posts for generalss and
adm
mirals, and cu
ut back on th
he use of con
ntractors.
Mou
unting the most
m
ambitio
ous Pentago
on reform in
n a decade, Gates said harsh fiscal and
econ
nomic realitiies require that it "makee every dollar count" as it
i fights two wars and eq
quips
itsellf to confront potential adversaries
a
e
elsewhere.
Pressident Barackk Obama app
plauded the effort, ackno
owledging th
hat "change is never easyy."
"Theese reforms will ensure that
t
our nation is safer, stronger, an
nd more fiscaally responsible,"
he said
s in a stateement.
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US defense budgets have doubled to some 700 billion dollars a year since 2001, but Gates
warned that the Pentagon now needs to tighten its belt to sustain and modernize the US
force.
At a press conference, he unveiled a series of measures targeting the proliferation of
personnel in his own office, in military headquarters, defense agencies and intelligence‐
related units.
"The culture of endless money that has taken hold must be replaced by a culture of
restraint," he said.
US military bureaucracies "have swelled to cumbersome and top‐heavy proportions, grown
over‐reliant on contractors, and grown accustomed to operating with little consideration to
cost," he said.
Gates said he would recommend closing the Norfolk, Virginia‐based US Joint Forces
Command, which was set up to oversee training and foster coordination among the US
military services.
The command costs 250 million dollars a year to run, employing 2,800 military ad civilian
personnel and some 3,000 contractors. Its responsibilities will be turned over to the Joint
Staff.
Its new commander is the outgoing head of US military operations in Iraq, General Raymond
Odierno. The Senate confirmed Odierno to the job in July.
Gates said that he told Odierno that "his assignment is the same as Iraq, to work himself out
of a job and then I'll find a new and better one for him."
Gates also questioned the need for US four‐star generals in Europe for each of the military
services, and directed a review of all top positions to be completed by November 1.
"At a minimum, I expect this effort to recommend cutting at least 50 general and flag officer
positions and 150 senior civilian executive positions over the next two years," he said.
"These reductions would represent 50 percent of the total growth in senior military and
civilian positions since 2000," he said. "That's the minimum."
In the meantime, he ordered a freeze on the number of positions in his office, defense
agencies and at combatant commands for the next three years, and said no positions would
be created to replace contractors.
Since September 2001, the number of generals and admirals has grown by more than 100,
and there were now 40 four‐star positions, Gates said. He put the increase in the number of
senior civilian positions at more than 300.
"We need to create a system of fewer, flatter and more agile and responsive structures,
where reductions in rank at the top create a virtuous cascading downward and outward," he
said.
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Additionally, he ordered a freeze in the number of senior executives in defense intelligence
organizations and a comprehensive review of the department's intelligence activities to
eliminate "needless duplication."
Gates also took aim at the Defense Department's ballooning contractor forces, which he said
had grown to be 39 percent of its total workforce.
"Based on the data available after one year, I'm not satisfied with the progress made to
reduce our over‐reliance on contractors," Gates said.
"Accordingly, to accelerate this process and achieve additional savings, I have directed that
we reduce funding for service support contractors by 10 percent a year for each of the next
three years," he said, exempting Iraq and Afghanistan.
The Pentagon had said in June that it plans to save 100 billion dollars in operating costs over
five years, in order to adapt to tighter budgets.
It was unclear how much money will be saved by the measures announced Monday, or how
much support Gates will find for them in the US Congress, whose members jealously protect
military‐related jobs in their own states.
But Gates said the Pentagon budget needs to grow by two to three percent a year to sustain
its current force structure and invest in modernization programs ‐‐ one to two percent more
than the defense budget is projected to grow.
To avoid a loss in military capabilities, "that spending difference will need to be made
elsewhere in the department," he said.
Source: 2009 AFP, Agence France‐Presse (AFP)

Saab awarded multi‐year contract for U.S. Marine Corps Range Target Systems
Saab Training USA has signed a contract with the U.S. Marine Corps to produce and field a
large number of ranges and facilities under their Range Target Systems (RTS) program. The
contract has a ceiling price of approximately MUSD 39, and Saab will receive orders during
the next 3 years.
The ranges will provide live fire gunnery training for Marines in a train‐as‐you‐fight
environment using Saab’s well established target and range control product line and
Improvised Explosive Device (IED) simulators. The scope of work includes constructing urban
warfare buildings and shoot houses with realistic after action review capabilities and
providing logistic support for large number of fielded systems.
Saab is currently delivering its Instrumented Tactical Engagement Simulation System (I‐TESS)
to the same Marine Corps installations across the continental United States and overseas in
Hawaii and Japan.
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“We are delighted to have received this important RTS order, which increases Saab’s
product base with the US Army and Marine Corps to whom we have been supplying range
equipment since 1980”, says Lars Borgwing, President, Saab Training USA.
Saab Training USA, a subsidiary of the international conglomerate Saab AB, is located in the
Orlando Central Florida’s Research Park and has supported the U.S. Armed Forces and
Homeland Defense with targets, laser simulators and instrumented training products for
over thirty years.
For further information, please contact:
Saab Press Centre,
Tel. +46 734 180 018
www.saabgroup.com
Saab serves the global market with world‐leading products, services and solutions ranging
from military defence to civil security. Saab has operations and employees on all continents
and constantly develops, adopts and improves new technology to meet customers’ changing
needs.
Source: Epicos, SAAB

Russia to suffer economic loss of $15 billion from wild fires – analysts
MOSCOW, August 10 (RIA Novosti) ‐ The short term losses for the Russian economy from the
heat wave and consequent drought and wild fires may amount to 1% of 2010 GDP, or
around $15 billion, analysts told Kommersant business daily in a report published on
Tuesday. There will be no official attempts to estimate the losses from the catastrophe
before the end of 2010, the paper said. Losses directly relating to the production of goods
and services in July will be published in the Federal State Statistics Service data on industrial
production next week. "The main negative effect from the drought and fires will occur in
July‐August," HSBC's Alexander Morozov said, adding that stagnation may be formally
recognized following the third quarter of 2010. He said that 50% of value added in
agriculture is created in the third quarter. According to his estimates, due to problems in
industry and a reduction in the level of economic activity, the Russian economy "may lose
about 4% of value added for the quarter and 1% of GDP growth in 2010." The paper said the
only concrete data available was the reduction in the grain harvest to 60‐65 million tons.
From the temporary ban on grain exports there will be an income loss of about $ 3 billion
until the end of the year and a surge in food inflation, including a rise in prices of food
imports. Most analysts still assess the impact of the disaster on the economy more
modestly. UBS has lowered estimates of GDP growth in 2010 to 0.5% and increased its
inflation outlook for 2010 from 5.5% to 6%, and up to 6.5% in 2011. Uralsib has not yet
revised its forecast, but analyst Vladimir Tikhomirov "does not exclude 9% inflation " or
more in 2010. His estimate of GDP growth remains within 5‐5.5%, but "in view of recent
developments, growth may be lower," he said.
Source: Ria Novosti
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Lockheed Martin‐Built GPS Satellite Surpasses 10 Years On‐Orbit
NEWTOWN, Pa., Aug. 9 /PRNewswire/ ‐‐The fifth Global Positioning System Block IIR (GPS
IIR‐5) satellite, designed and built by Lockheed Martin (NYSE: LMT) to provide critical
navigation capabilities for military and civilian users worldwide, has reached 10 years of
successful on‐orbit operations.
The satellite was launched on July 16, 2000, and is one of 30 GPS spacecraft currently on‐
orbit delivering vital situational awareness and precision weapon guidance for the military,
and supporting a wide range of civil, scientific and commercial functions. The GPS
constellation is increasing productivity in areas as diverse as farming, mining, construction,
surveying, package delivery and supply chain management, while also enhancing public
safety by reducing response times for emergency services.
As the prime contractor for the GPS IIR program, Lockheed Martin Space Systems, Newtown,
Pa., designed and built 21 IIR spacecraft for the Global Positioning Systems Wing, Space and
Missile Systems Center, Los Angeles Air Force Base, Calif. The final eight spacecraft,
designated Block IIR‐M, were modernized to enhance operations and navigation signal
performance. The current fleet of Block IIR and IIR‐M satellites within the overall GPS
constellation has reached over 100 cumulative operational years on‐orbit.
The U.S. Air Force's next‐generation GPS spacecraft, known as GPS III, is being built by a
Lockheed Martin‐led team that includes industry partners ITT of Clifton, N.J. and General
Dynamics of Gilbert, Ariz.
"This milestone is yet another example of the talented government‐industry team dedicated
to delivering GPS capabilities to the warfighter and millions of citizens around the globe,"
said Joe Trench, Lockheed Martin's vice president of Navigation Systems. "We look forward
to many more milestones and to achieving mission success on the next generation GPS III
program."
The GPS III team is progressing through the Critical Design Review (CDR) phase of the
program and is scheduled to complete the overall space vehicle CDR in mid‐August, two
months ahead of schedule. This milestone will validate the detailed GPS III design to ensure
it meets warfighter and civil requirements, and allow the program to begin the production
phase. The first GPS IIIA satellite is projected to launch in 2014.
GPS III will improve position, navigation and timing services and provide advanced anti‐jam
capabilities yielding superior system security, accuracy and reliability. The next generation
GPS IIIA satellites will deliver significant improvements over current GPS space vehicles,
including a new international civil signal (L1C) and increased M‐Code anti‐jam power with
full earth coverage for military users.
Headquartered in Bethesda, Md., Lockheed Martin is a global security company that
employs about 136,000 people worldwide and is principally engaged in the research, design,
development, manufacture, integration and sustainment of advanced technology systems,
products and services. The Corporation's 2009 sales from continuing operations were $44.5
billion.
Low‐ and high‐resolution JPEG image files of GPS satellites are available at:
http://www.lockheedmartin.com/GPS/
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Media Contact:
Michael Friedman
303‐971‐7255
michael.1.friedman@lmco.com

Source: Epicos, Lockheed Martin
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